
September 21, 1996

Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Jon Crawford, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed,
Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Heilig, Christopher Iwane, Mukul Kanabar, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim,
Brendan McNulty, Scott Nagel, Meena Rajan, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrel,
Rich Zito

Not present: Evan Goldman, TBA Off-Campus Rep

We started our big ol' first meeting with a Moment of Silence.

And that's when it was time for.... introductions! First Exec Council told a little bit about
who they were, what they do, and what they planned on accomplishing this semester. Then
everybody gave his/her name and some reasons for running for SC. Thankfully, we avoided
mass confusion by taking turns speaking. General themes included, but were by no means
limited to, involving students, learning what exactly SC does, and revamping
Plenary. As with last semester, Ryan coerced us into a "Zumi, Zumi"-esque name game.
Nobody won!

Fun aside, Ryan next explained those oh-so-red SC Dorm Rep folders. Essentially, your
Dorm Rep is now equipped with all the information they'll need to serve you. Go on: try
`em! We're not joking. Ryan also told us about consensus. With this newly-realized skill,
we consensed to hold SC Meetings on Sundays from 4-6 (as opposed to 5-7). We'll be
in the Bryn Mawr Room of the DC. So that's where you should be when you want to see
what goes on.

We wanted something to talk about for next week, so we appointed SC Volunteer
Positions. Here's what we've got:
JSAAP Reps (SC): Scott and Elizabeth
Security Liason: ALESA
Food Committee: Aaron, Ben
Watch on Waste (WoW): Aaron, Natasha
Ride Board: Meena
Poster Ripper (DC): Mukul; (CC): Catherine
Plenary Committee: ALESA, Jim, Jamie

Then came Matt, Betsey, Adam, and Brendan's favorite time of the year: committee
sign-ups! They each gave a little spiel about how their committee was the best of the three.
In case you're wondering what they do....
Matt's Activities Committee makes fun stuff happen over the course of the semester. On
tap thus far: Screw-yer-roommate, "SC out at the Ball Game(s)," Snowball, Assassin, and
such and such.
Betsey and Evan's Appointments Committee names people to the important panels and
positions that make everything possible. Educational Policy Committee Members, Yearbook
Editor, and Small Party Fund Head, to name a few, are appointed by this committee.
Brendan and Adam's Budgeting Committee allocates monies for student organizations.
This coming Saturday, they're gonna be budgeting approximately $57,000 to all those groups
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that submitted budgets last week. As opposed to semesters past, this committee will continue
to work throughout the term in order to improve the budgeting process and look into
permanent, cost-effective purchases.
When all was said and done, the committees looked like this:
Activities: Jim, Emily, Aaron, Cathy, and Mukul
Appointments: Jamie, Ben, Scott, Rich, Brya, and Meena
Budgeting: Jon, ALESA, Natasha, Elizabeth, and Christopher
So, in addition to being your Reps to SC, they're your Reps to these committees. Be sure to
mention your appropriate suggestions regarding such when you see them! To finish off this-
here segment of the meeting, we busted into our committees and started to formulate
agendas.

Believe it or not, we heard Dorm Concerns.
Elizabeth (Leeds) mentioned that there weren't (m)any available change machines.
ALESA (Lunt) also suggested we do something about change machines, as the Lunt machine
has been broken for who-knows how long. She also wants to see bike racks and TV
lounges for the North Dorms.
Cathy (Barclay) asked for paper towels and soap in the bathrooms. Unfortunately,
this has been a recurring suggestion to administration that has never caught on.
Jim reminded us that the water from most of the dorm fountains is pretty nasty.
Jamie (Houses) informed us that he is talking with Dean Doan about Cadbury and the meal
plan and, specifically, how the former would like to be off the latter.

Then the meeting was over.

Misc.:
Check out the TV lounges in Barclay and the microwaves in the North Dorms and
Barclay. SC worked with the Deans extensively last semester to improve dorm spaces, and
these are the fruits of that labor. Hopefully, Barclay can serve as a model for (near-) future
progress. To serve this end, please respect this community property: don't leave a mess of
burnt nacho cheese in the microwaves, or on the lounge furniture, or... you get the picture.
Let's prove that we are responsible for our living environments.

Also take a gander at the brand-new SC Web Page. Much love goes out to Jon
McCandlish '99 and Ben Blain '98 for getting us that much closer to catching up to other
schools on the Information Superwhazzit. The address is

http://www.students.haverford.edu/sc,
or you can access it from "Student Life" from the main Haverford Page. As those of you
who've visited already know, this page looks great. There are still some kinks to be worked
out, but we're certainly ready to start linking to student group pages. To this end, if your
organization is ready to get linked, send your http address to sc@haverford.edu . If
you have questions, write to sc or contact Matt.

Plenary is Sunday,October 6th!! 1:30, Marshall Auditorium! It's important!
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PTHE	 MISS MONDAY'S MAYBE. BUT
COMPUTER?! RIGHT. ADULTS

	LESSON.IT'S A	 St/AE CAN MY LESSON.
SNAP.	 as. DUMB	 I'LL NEVER

SOMETIMES. MASH UNKNOWN
TRASH AGAIN.

September 29, 1996

http://www.students.haverford.edu/sc/

Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin,
Christopher Iwane, Mukul Kanabar, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Brendan McNulty, Scott Nagel, Meena
Rajan, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

Not present: Adam Freed, Elizabeth Heilig, TBA Off-Campus Rep

This was our second SC meeting. There was a Moment of Silence.

There was also talk of Plenary, 'cause it's next Sunday at 1:30 in Marshall Auditorium. We signed-up
to be vote-counters, ticker-operators, and what-not. Meena wondered if she was exempt from Dorm Rep stuff to
sit with her Customs Group. We told her, "No."

Ryan interrupted Plenary preperations to remind Reps to eat dinner with him

Then we discussed some alterations to Plenary (specfically, how it's run) we'd like to see. Of course there'll
be Resolution Fun Paks and Bingo, but candy, and its presence in the air and on the floor and against Exec
Council's faces and so forth, was a topic of much debate. Jim mentioned that the Plenary Committee will be
submitting the three Resolutions to the Bi-Co News to increase awareness. Ryan also let us know that, according
to the Deans, Plenary used to be even more crazy than it is now. Then he said that Plenary Resolution
Discussions are Thursday at 7:30 in the Sunken Lounge of the DC. Go if you have questions or
concerns. And the Resolutions should be up on the Comment Board, so check 'em out.

Then Ryan told us we were going on an SC Get-Away. He took suggestions as to what we wanted to
accomplish, whether we should travel or stay, and what we'd do besides talk Council stuff. Betsey said she
wanted to go away and Evan rehashed the myth that is "Burrito," much to Christopher's chagrin.

We checked up on the Dorm Reps as to how their first week went. We found out who had posted mini-
SC boards in their constituencies, and reiterated how simple it was to throw a dorm meeting. We're looking for
some non-donutty foods for these get-togethers, but someone made a snide comment about bagels.
We also mentioned the Dorm Reps' responsibility to take $50 deposits for dorm spaces when students
want to throw parties. This money is returnable granted the lounge/basement/etc., isn't busted-up.
Finally, Ryan told us all about the process of getting absentee ballots over the Web. The address is
http://www.xballot.org/ and, according to Ryan, it explains everything.

Committee Reports were animated:
Activities is eagerly awaiting the pic-book for the new
Freshman class as well as the Student Directory so it can get
Screw-Your-Roommate together. It also gave out Freez-
E Pops at Saturday's women's soccer game. We're running
a trial game of Assassin in SC to test-out some rules for an
upcoming campus-wide game. Natasha wanted very much
to be allowed to put tabasco sauce in her assignment's
grapefruit, but we're trying to keep our methods of killing
very, very simple.

Appointments Committee had a long Sunday. They appointed:
Sam McFerran '98 = College Honors & Fellowships

Helen Chang '98 = Game Room Head
Shira Ovide '98 = Educational Policy Committee Representative
no one = Yearbook Editor: contact Evan or Betsey if interested

Be sure to sign-up and come out for Wednesday night's appointments: Speaker Committee Rep (do '00),
JSAAPP Reps (do '99 & '00), Committee on Investment and Social Responsibility Rep (do
`00), Distinguished Visitors Advisory Committee Rep (2), and Weekly Guide Publisher.
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Plenary Minutes - Fall L997--

Quorum reached at 1:39 pm

Moment of Silence

Rules of Order read by President.
Proposal to amend Rules to allow for multiple extensions of time limit for Plenary defeated
by voice vote.
Rules of Order passed.

First Resolution presented.
Question and Answer:

Inclusion of "should" (semantics of amendment)
Relationship between violations and actions: amendment addresses procedural violations

only
JSAAPP representation is based on SC appointments (4), SC Reps (2), and HC Reps

(2), though none are directly elected by student body
JSAAPP would be responsible only for procedural violation of Alcohol Policy; Honor

Council would still judiciate Social Honor Code violations. Examples of each given by
presenters and HC Chair

Explanation of JSAAPP hearing as last resort (following confrontation)
Clarification of enforcement of judiciary decisions
10 Minutes for Q&A expires

Amendments: change wording to include "should"
Pro & Con Speeches

Pro: presence of a Dean on judiciary body (JSAAPP), but Deans already have entitlement
to overturn Honor Council decisions

Con: as non-elected body and Dean-inclusive, JSAAPP not accountable to students
Pro: Amendment constructed to define JSAAPP's role
Pro: JSAAPP needs legitimacy and judiciary power

Moment of Silence
Following a hand count (386 in favor, 50 against), resolution fails

Second Resolution presented.
Question and Answer:

Speakers Committee consists of two elected Reps and two SC-appointed Reps
Student groups/organizations can request money from Speaker Fund through a budgeting

process separate from SC budgeting
Speaker Fund money went towards bringing Harry Wu, Joceyln Elders, Bob Novak,

and Ralph Nader to Haverford since its conception
Speakers Committee and Fund instituted to bring recognized individuals to Haverford, as

well as to help campus clubs bring speakers
Collection speakers are funded by the Deans' Office
Speaker Fund is approximately one-fourth of the SC budget
The process of petitioning for a speaker was detailed
Last year, $16,000 was spent, leaving $24,000 unspent, which was rolled over into the

next semester's SC budget
Clubs budget for speakers at the beginning of the semester

Question and Answer period extended by voice vote
The unspent money ($24,000) had been allocated to student groups
Under the resolution, student groups would budget for speakers through SC budgeting,

and work with other groups to pool resources for more expensive speakers





Resolution, besides returning money to SC budgeting, would remove beaurocracy of
Speaker Fund

Amendments:
Friendly Amendment reads

1) The Speakers Committee will be allocated $10,000 each
semester for the purpose of bringing speakers costing more
than $1,000 to campus
2) All clubs petitioning for speakers costing less than $1,000
will go through the Students' Council budgeting process

Question and Answer:
Resolution amended to $10,000 to allow for one high-profile speaker a semester
The amended resolution would take effect next semester
Unused funds would return to Students' Council for general budgeting
More than $10,000 would not be necessary to achieve Speaker Fund's purpose

Unfriendly Amendment reads
The Speaker Committee shall not be eliminated.

Instead, in the interest of increasing student interaction and
discourse, all Speaker Fund money not allocated to student
groups for their purpose [sic] of bringing speakers shall be
saved for the following semester and reserved for use in the
following ways:
1) All Speaker Fund money not used during the first semester
will be put towards increasing the quality of Haverfest the
following spring.
2) All Speaker Fund money not used during the second
semester will be put in the Small Party Fund the following
semester.

The Speaker Fund money not used during this semester
will be split in half between Haverfest and Small Party Fund.

Submitted by Ben Blain '98 (Speaker Committee Head), Christina DeIasi
'98 (class Rep), and Curleen Elliott '97
Moment of Silence
Unfriendly amendment fails in a voice vote
Friendly Amendment Pro & Con speeches

Con: More money from Speaker Fund will be spent [?]
Pro: Speaker Fund money takes funds from student activities
Con: Friendly amendment loses original intention (dissembling Speaker Fund)
Con: Limited Speaker Fund resources defeats purpose of Speaker Fund in bringing

high-profile speakers to campus
Pro: Importance placed on high-profile speakers too high
Con: Clubs will not budget for speakers
Pro: $10,000 of last year's money had been left unspent by Speaker Committee
Con: No one [high-profile speaker] wants to speak at Haverford [without Speaker

Fund money]
Moment of Silence
Following a hand count resolution (and friendly amendment) fails

Plenary is extended an additional hour following a voice vote.

Several students confer with the President regarding a possible
misinterpretation of "2/3 vote" required to pass a resolution
regarding Alcohol Policy (see "First Resolution" and vote count).





The President, Honor Council Chair, co-Vice Presidents, co-Treasurers, and
Honor Council Secretary quickly consense (in private) that there was no
misinterpretation, and move to continue Plenary.

Third Resolution presented.
Question and Answer:

Areas such as library, dorm rooms, and others are excluded from Resolution due
to higher likelihood of Administrative disapproval

Exams would still be handed out at Chase during Reading Period
The time period for taking the exam would remain the same (3 hours)
To avoid distractions in proposed buildings where classes could be held, the

Registrar would work to inform faculty of new exam spaces
Amendments: Friendly amendment made to exclude DC, limiting new exam spaces

to Chase, Stokes, and Gest
Amended resolution Question & Answer:

The limiting of spaces attempts to broaden "spirit of trust" while addressing
concerns brought up in Q&A

Pro & Con speeches for amended resolution
Pro: Structure of exam periods retained
Con: 5 minutes already allowed for returning exams

By voice vote, resolution passes.

Alcohol Policy presented by JSAAPP Heads for ratification.
Pro & Con Speeches:

Con: Student apathy; ratification automatic reply
Alcohol Policy ratified by voice vote.

Moment of Silence.





October 6, 1996 SC MINUTES
http://www.students.haverford.edu/sc/

Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman, Elizabeth Heilig,
Natasha Heflin, Christopher Iwane, Mukul Kanabar, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Cat Kim, Brendan McNulty, Scott
Nagel, Meena Rajan, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

Not present: Jon Crawford, TBA Off-Campus Rep

After we finished cleaning up from Plenary, we had a very short meeting, minus our customary
Moment of Silence.

Reports from....
Appointments Committee had a marathon night last Wednesday and consensed on:

Christopher Iwane (BMC '97) = Small Party Fund Head
Mimi Helm (`O) = JSAAPP Rep

Dan Freedenberg (`O) = Speaker Committee Rep
Jon Konove (`O), Norm Liang (`98) = Committee for Investment and Social Responsibility

John Tracy (`99), Kate Symons (`97) = Distinguished Visitors Advisory Committee
Jamie Spector ('98) = Weekly Guide

Budgeting Committee held grievances last Tuesday. The budgeting process is over! All groups should
be operating on their Fall budgets now. We consensed on the budget. Then there was rejoicing. Now some
Committee members will be filing stuff.

Activities Committee made much use of the DC Basement last week. Wednesday night was SC Coffee
House (thanks to Emily Davis '99 and Cinco Huevos) and Friday night was the premier of HC
Underground (thanks to Sid Brown '97). The former (Coffee House) will be happening again this
Wednesday from 10-11 featuring Magnetic Poetry. The latter, DC Underground or some variation
thereof, will be happeining again this semester. SC still hasn't finished its game of Assassin, so look for a
community-wide game following break.

And Dorm Concerns...
Scott (Lloyd) asked how the search for a Yearbook editor was coming. Evan and Betsey said
interested students of any class should contact them or Ryan. He also said that yellow Lloyd recycling
bins were turning up missing.
Jamie (Houses) will be holding his individual constituent meetings soon, and will need "something to
nosh on." We explained "nosh" to Ryan.
ALESA (Lunt) reminded us that the North Dorms are still bike-rack deficient. The topic that is
campus cigarette machines reemerged, also, and Evan promised he'd contact the appropriate distributors
to install mechanical vendors in the Campus Center, several dorms, and in the basement of HCA 38. In the
meantime, he will be selling Larami cigarettes from his personal supply.
Jim (Comfort) asked why there was no heat for his dorm. Ryan explained that Physical Plant waits until it
gets cold to turn the heat on.

And that was all.

Except the part about Evan selling cigarettes didn't really happen. So that part in "Dorm Rep Concerns" was a
joke. Cigarette sales on campus ended several years ago, and there is no present sentiment on SC that we should
restore them. Yes, ALESA did mention that someone had asked about the possibility of cigarette vending
machines on campus, and we addressed that issue, but Evan is not contacting anyone about bringing cigarettes
here, or selling cigarettes from his apartment. Or not as far as we know, anyway. .

Have a break this weekend. Show your pals back home the new SC Web Page. Incidentally, Jon
McCandlish '99 checks every few hours for new organization links that have been sent to sc@haverford.edu
and then he puts 'em on the club jump page. If your group's page is ready for the big-time, submit!





TO SAVE
ENERGY, I'VE

STOPPED
GLOW-DRYING

MY TAIL.

Budgeting held interviews Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday of last week, and did that whole big budgeting
thing (for Haverford clubs) Saturday. They say: "69 Haverford clubs and organization were bugeted
apporximately 58,000 dollars (approximately $108,000 was requested). Grievances will be held in the SC
Conference Room in the campus center on Tuesday night from 9-11pm. All grieving clubs must sign up outside
the SC office for a five mintues interview. There is about $4,000 available for grievances. Budgets will be in
clubhead mailboxes Monday andposted outside the SC office." Brendan also clarified that grievances are not run
on a first-come, first-serve basis, in case you were wondering. Then we consensed on the Bi-Co budget.

All that said, we moved on to our Volunteers:
JSAAPP (Scott) let us know that they were getting in touch with the Swat Deans regarding publicity for
their parties (with alcohol) on Haverford's campus. Similarily, the issue of Swatties Broadcasting
`Fords about parties will be addressed.
Security (ALESA) is wondering how it is percieved among students. What followed was a farily extensive
conversation of Security's strengths and weaknesses, including difficulties in getting into locked, public
spaces, absence of Security presence at the DC during meal hours, and the plethora of questions necessary to get a
Secrity escort (on the minus side), and Chuck, responsiveness to alcohol-related problems, and Security Reports
(on the plus side). ALESA also told us that the sweat-pant guy, or someone of very similar description, has
been spotted in Magill again.
Food Committee (Aaron & Ben) has not met yet, but is working on an agenda for the semester.
Watch on Waste (Aaron & Natasha) was asked by Mukul whether we could get a office paper recycling
bin in the DC.
Plenary Committee (ALESA, Jim, & Jamie) read, discussed, and analyzed the Resolutions this past
week.
Collection Discussion Committee (Aaron & Rich) has gotten in touch with the Collection Heads and will
soon have a schedule to choose discussions to host.
At some point during this segment of our show, we all took some pictures and ate some dinner.

Dorm Rep Concerns resulted in...
Jim (Comfort) mentioned that some folks in his dorm were having problems
with their newly-rented fridges. Students needing help with such should
contact Kim Stevenson '99, the fridge liason person.
Meena (HCA) wants to see a public phone in HCA. We suggested that
maybe something could be put in the basement of 30, which all HCAers have a key
to. We also tried to remember where the Security Phones in HCA are and guessed
that they were outside 26 and 50.
Jamie (Houses) informed us that he was speaking to Academic Computing
Center about dial-in service for the Houses. He is also going to be holding a
general meeting for his constiuency soon.
ALESA (Lunt) asked for microwaves in Lunt and the name of the change
machine maintenance company. We're working on the latter, but microwaves,
unfortunately, probably won't be available in Lunt until after renovations.
Scott (Lloyd) requested crates from the DC to put borrowed dishes and
stuff in and then be returned. He also proposed a magazine rack for the DC,
making used magazines donated by students available for meal-time leisure reading.
We loved the idea, so we'll be looking into acquiring just such a rack in the
immediate future.

Ryan made some final comments and adjourned the meeting with a Moment of Silence a few minutes early so
as to save time to make Plenary signs.

And... 1) please don't mess with the traffic stiles (those black n' red things on the path to HCA), drive (your
auto) on the athletic fields, rollerblade inside the Campus Center or DC (basement included), or commit various
acts of vandalism, says Physical Plant. This is the sorta stuff that adds up cost-wise and then Haverford gets just
that much less bang for its buck, 2) Vice-Presidential Candidate Mike Tompkins of the Natural Law
Party will be speaking Tuesday, October 1, at 6:30 pm in Room 205 of the Campus Center, 3)
Have an event coming up? Tell SC to tell everybody about it! E-mail us (sc@haverford.edu ) or drop us a note
at the Students' Council Office (3rd floor, CC), 4) Plenary.





October 20, 1996 NI I* Ur 0
http://www.students.haverford.edu/sc/

Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman,
Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Heilig, Mukul Kanabar, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Brendan McNulty, Scott
Nagel, Meena Rajan, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

And: Erin Garvey '97, Norm Liang '98, Adam Wood '99, Jon Konov '00, Sid Brown '97

Not present: Christopher Iwane, Aaron Ricci, TBA Off-Campus Rep

Appointments Committee's meeting ran late, so we waited.

And then Betsey and Evan entered with their gang in tow, so we started.

We had four visitors from C.I.S.R. (Committee for Investment and Social Responsibility). They told us that
they were interested in hearing students' opinions about investment of College funds in tobacco
industries. Presently, Haverford holds stocks in companies that sell tobacco products and, specifically, has
approximately one million dollars in Phillip Morris. They also mentioned that, with the exception of Harvard,
colleges are not attempting to divest from tobacco industries, partially due to the high returns on such investments.
Obviously the issue warrants much more discussion: look out for C.I.S.R.'s posting next month.

Ryan reminded us of the post-Plenary discussion to be held later that night. Hopefully, the forum will
provide next semester's Council with some guidelines to a smoother Plenary. Suggestions will be in next week's
Minutes.

Then we had a short discussion about JSAAPP and the Alcohol Policy. Scott and Rich, our JSAAPP Reps,
told us that recent happennings have led to suggested changes, including electing Reps and/or Heads and
becoming a students-only committee. We spoke about our own perceptions of the Panel and difficulties with
the Alcohol Policy. The no outside drinking rule seemed to be the most challenging (unrealistic?) portion of
the Policy to uphold, particularly because party spaces are few and far between and not always large enough to be
condusive to congregating with beer in hand. We wondered if the difficulty in, say, drinking inside at a Lloyd
necessitated not adhering to the Alcohol Policy we so recently (and nearly unanimously) ratified, or if folks really
just don't care if they're violating the Policy. We again gawked at Swarthmore's handling of alcohol use on its
campus. We're also checking into Fire Codes.

Then Sid Brown walked in. He told us about his HUGE upcoming party, SUBMERGE. It's 10p-3a this
coming Saturday (the 26th) in Founders. For more info, including all that great stuff about DJs and what-
not, visit his page at http://www.students.haverford.edu/sbrown/submerge.html/ . SC volunteered
some man-hours, but help is certainly appreciated. Contact Sid (sbrown@haverford.edu ). It's coming!

Then we ate.

Ryan told us there probably would not be an SC Workshop/Retreat Day. We moaned. Really.

We got onto Committee Reports:
Budgeting bought lights! There's now $10K worth of equipment for student (performance) use. They'll be
implementing a sign-out procedure and stuff, but, for now, interested parties should contact Mike Froehlich
`97. Be sure to check out these new lights at No Exit.

Activities Committee finalized rules for Assassin. We'll be signing folks up who want to play at the DC
sometime this week. There'll be a prize so as to get everybody into a killing mood. Questions? ask Mukul.
This Wednesday (4 o'clock), they'll be handing out some sweet stuff at the last home field hockey
game. As if you needed some sort of edible incentive to see your hall-/classmates kick the crap/beat the snot out
of Washington College.
And later that same night (Wednesday 10-11, DC Basement) is SC Coffeehouse, which is also quite tasty.



Appointments Committee wants you to come out for next week's appointments. They are for a
Sophomore Rep to JSAAPP and Committee on Diversity Reps.

Food Committee (Jamie and Ben) will be meeting with Jon Francone (DC Honcho) and talking about
food, hours, menu availability, and athletes' woes.

Security Liason (ALESA) told us we could tag along with a Security officer on rounds. Cool, huh?
Contact her if you're interested. Then we asked her if she knew anything about all the cops running around
campus of late. According to Security, there have been a few armed robberies in the vicinity: one robber was
apprehended in the woods in between the Duck Pond and HCA. Crazy stuff.

Then Dorm Reps voiced some concerns:
Meena asked if these-here Minutes were on the Web. Thanks to Jon McCandlish '99, they most
certainly are. Visit the SC page (http://www.students.haverford.edu/sc)  and see for yourself.
Mukul and Natasha are holding a dorm meeting Wednesday night. Ben and Cat will be having theirs
Thursday night. Come with concerns, suggestions, and an appetite.
ALESA mentioned (last week) that we are sorely lacking in comfortable outside places to sit. Adirondack
chairs, like those at Swat, are kinda pricey, but perhaps if the Deans (and Physical Plant) knew we wanted
some...?
Elizabeth told us that students have problems being seen in the Infirmary. The Clinic's lunch hour,
particularly, conflicts with free times students would go. They're also closed on the weekend, but Evan
reiterated that there is a nurse/doctor with a beeper on call. And Ryan's been to BMC.
Rich told us about the dark, scary walkway behind HCAs 10, 14, and 18. Ryan told us that there are
several damaged lights and power lines around campus. Physical Plant is working on it.
Scott was approached by a student about getting more feminine waste disposals in bathrooms so that
she could put magazines in unused ones. At least that's what we thought she wanted.

We ended with a Moment of Silence.

six feet tall and weighs 160 pounds. —

While he can be totally absorbed at times in
writing a program or tearing one apart to get the
bugs out of it, he is also just as inclined to take his
girlfriend out for a ride in his new car or stop by
the local pizza place for a snack with his many
friends. 
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October 27, 1996

http://www.students.haverforcl.edu sc,

Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed, Elizabeth Heilig,
Mukul Kanabar, Catherine Kim, Brendan McNulty, Scott Nagel., Meena Rajan, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman,
Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

Visitors: Cesar Rosado '97, Mark Smith '97

Not present: Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Christopher Iwane, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, TBA Off-Campus Rep

We started the meeting without a Moment of Silence.

Visitors Cesar and Mark told us about the upcoming Forum regarding the presence of capitalists on the
Board of Managers, and the contradiction inherent in such, that the Challenge Readers' Club and the Truth
Committee is sponsoring this Wednesay at 5:30 in the Sunken Lounge of the DC. We had a few
questions for them:
Betsey wanted to know whether they thought the Challenge Readers' Group last mailing was too irreverent, and
how the College should get money if we didn't expect the Board of Managers and President to solicit donations,
and where they got their information from for said mailing. Scott wanted to know what the format for the Forum
would be, and learned that there would be a mic for students to raise concerns, questions, etc. Elizabeth wanted
to know if Board of Manager profiles were available and how they expected to implement any sorts of changes.
For the most part, we left the questions to be addressed at the Forum. Then we found out that the Challenge
Readers' Group meets every other Sunday in the Basement of the DC at 5:30. Since they had a meeting last night,
their next one, assumably, will be held November 10.
Then our visitors left, and we spoke a little bit more about the issues Cesar and Mark raised.

Ryan then asked us where we wanted to go and, in particular, what we thought about SC meetings and how
we'd like to change 'em and what-not. We said:
Elizabeth likes hearing from the campus organizations.
Ben wanted to have folks who'd been appointed to campus positions report back.
Mukul said he'd like to know more about the Presidential Search as it progressed.
Elizabeth suggested surveying students for their opinions on issues we need feedback for.
Jamie requested a club head e-mail list as well as agenda(issue)-based open meetings, minus Committee Reports.
Betsey and Adam debated the pros and cons of quieter SC meetings than what they had as Dorm Reps long,
long ago.
Cat felt like the agendas we printed up for the meetings didn't really allow for miscellaneous non-Dorm concerns.

Then Exec Committee took an opportunity to mention how the Presidential Candidate Breakfast
Meetings they were attending had gone thus far. They felt the meetings were certainly moving in the right
direction, as we, as student reps, were becoming less concerned with re-interviewing the candidates and, instead,
were letting them ask us about Haverford. Matt then mentioned something about the high-profileness of the final
candidate, and how opinions regarding the first three candidates are sorta on reserve until he meets Pat Schroeder.

Then we talked about last Sunday's post-Plenary Discusssion. Here are some of the suggestions folks had
for next semester's SC:
campus mailing of Plenary packets, Pre-Plenary Discussion/Q&A at first SC meeting of the
semester, earlier/longer posting of resolutions, President as presenter of Rules of Order,
ballot voting, revamped pre-Plenary schedule, advertising resolutions with the SC Minutes
We talked some about these, and introduced a few more possibilities:
Elizabeth suggested signing up pro/con speakers prior to and during Plenary.
Cat said that some HCOs and Customs People did not stress the importance of Plenary. Ryan said he talked to
the HCO Heads and, while they are encouraged to hold meetings with their Frosh, there are no guidelines
requiring such.
Scott suggested having the resolution presenters table during the week prior to Plenary.
Matt, in regards to Scott's suggestion and the Discussion recommendation to post resolutions along with SC
Minutes, mentioned that he felt that Plenary could not be, entirely, SC's responsibility, and that presenters could



be encouraged to table or post their resolutions and supporting literature, but that stuff like that couldn't be left up
to Dorm Reps to do.
Meena said that presenters should be more vocal.
There are still more kinks to be worked out. Ryan reminded us that the majority-rule principles of Plenary are a
far cry from the sort of consensus Haverford rule is based on, but the ideal is an impossibility for 1100 students.
If you have more Plenary concerns or issues that you think we might not have addressed (and we did
address more than there is room for in these here Minutes) please let an SC rep hear 'em.

Betsey 's putting together an SC Retreat for the weekend of the 8th. Just when we had lost hope, too. It'll be
at an outdoor conference center.

Committee Reports smelled like...
...working the door at Submerge for Adam and Brendan and, therefore, Budgeting Committee.
...s'more meetings for Betsey and Appointments Committee. Last week, these here folks became:

Admissions Sub-Committee to EPC = Hall Cannon '99 & Katherine Steele '00
Adminstrative Advisory Committee = Amy Dowd '99

Yearbook Editors (hooray!) = Amy Spencer '97 & Carollyn Jackson '97
...Screw for Matt and Activities Committee. It's November 8th. It also smelled a little like Assassin.
Sorry for the delay: hopefully sign-ups will start this week.
...Jon Francone for Ben, Jamie, Aaron, and the Food Committee. They'll be tabling soon, so you'll
be able to ask them about what they told us re: specific dishes, keeping Sunday brunch open `til 1:30, menus, and
late feedings. They also reminded us to check-in when you eat in the DC so as to help keep their records accurate.
..."The Beast" for Secutiry Liason ALESA.

And then Dorm Rep concerns:
Cat (Barclay) said that there's a fifteen-to-one bathroom-to-student ratio in her building, making for a bad
scene in cleanliness and hygeine. She also said the dryers didn't always dry stuff very well, and we told her how
you could stick quarters in for extra fifteen minute increments.
Aaron (Comfort) asked for a moat.
Elizabeth (Leeds) revisited the Alcohol Policy with some constituents and suggested changing it to read
"living space" for "rooms" so that hallways and, say, Leeds's common rooms, wouldn't be off-limits for parties.
She also recommended we inform the powers-that-be that, when the "New Dorm" is finally constructed, to
include a large "wet" party space.
Jamie will be holding mini-forums regarding diversity soon. He also told people that they could unsubscribe to
the Tri-Co Guide, since it is now on the Web just like these here Minutes thanks to one Jon McCandlish '99 by
signing up on the sheet posted at the Comment Board.
ALESA reminded the Secretary that he owed apologies to the smokers he offended a few weeks back when he
included some clap-trap about Evan selling cigarettes in the Minutes. He says he's sorry.

Then the moment of silence and ending.

A n d....
And the Deans want us to mention that, "music practice should not be in Union during study hours, should be in
the DC basement (and leaving instruments in Union classrooms isn't cool either)."

Go to the SC Coffee House Wednesday night from 10-11 in the DC Basement. Magentic Poetry will be there.

FLY FISHERMEN HAVE DISCOVERED
AN ABUNDANT, BIG, STRONG FISH

THAT WILL GULP A FLY.
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Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed, Elizabeth Heilig,
Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Christopher Iwane, Mukul Kanabar, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Brendan McNulty,
Scott Nagel, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

Visitors: Adrienne Harrison '98, Eula Jackson '99

Not present: Catherine Kim, Meena Rajan, TBA Off-Campus Rep

We started the meeting without a Moment of Silence.

First we discussed our opinions as to whether or not student groups should be able to announce
events via (mass) e-mail. The intention is to cut down on paper waste (from campus mailings) by sending
out bulletins similar to those we've received a few times from the ACC. Chris initiated discussion by mentioning
that he'd do something nasty to anyone who mass-mailed him. Aaron mentioned that there are other forums for
posting information, and Elizabeth sited UNIX announcements. Jim asked about (alcoholic) party invites.
Elizabeth suggested subscriber lists. Chris, somewhat calmed-down, said we could require a subject indicator.
ALESA said that there would be too many mailings if organizations could simply e-mail everybody. Aaron
suggested placing limitations and Jamie thought that an SC-approved facilitator like Jon McCandlish '99
could be in charge of sending out SC-"approved" announcements. Matt also mentioned that Exec Council had
considered implementing a fee equal to that of making hard copies, and that there was some possibility of the
Haverford Web Site becoming more of a tool for such advertising.
To continue consideration, ALESA, Jim, Brendan, and Ryan volunteered to meet as an ad hoc Mass-
Mail Commando Group.

Then we heard from Adrienne Harrison and Eula Jackson, representatives from Women of Color, about
their upcoming Forum. Thursday, November 14th, in the Sunken Lounge starting at 6:45 pm, they
will be holding an open meeting to discuss interracial dating/relationships at Haverford. Previous
discussion topics have included standards of beauty, adoption, and health care, and they feel the current social
enviomment warrants the campus-wide forum. They hope to have a faculty facilitator and also welcome possible
issues pertaining to this discussion. E-mail them at aharriso and ecjackso.

And then we talked about Screw-Your-Roommate and got everyone to sign up for duties pertaining to setting-
up or tearing-down. Just so you know. Matt also mentioned that there could, possibly, be a Bi-Co News article
pertaining to Screw's scheduling (it's this Friday from 10 'til 2 and, incidentally, in the DC) and the lack
of pic books (they've been due for months) in this week's edition, and told Dorm Reps that folks with
questions/concerns regarding such should talk to him (mschneid, 896-7534). Betsey asked for a theme.

Re: our SC "getaway" November 10: Scott and Christopher are driving the vans, so if we're missing
after next weekend, you'll know who to blame. We'll be holding our weekly meeting on said trip, so please don't
make your first visit to such next Sunday. Come the 17th, they'll be back to Sunday from 4-6 in the Bryn
Mawr room behind the right side of the DC.

Adam, Aaron, and Betsey are gonna watch the side exits at Saturday's Morphine show. It's in Marshall
and doors (other than the side ones) open at 8:30 pm.

Inevitably, we dealt with Committee Reports.
Budgeting is meeting with Bryn Mawr's respective Committee to learn about/from each other.

Appointments made:
ALESA Blanchard-Nelson '99 & Emily Shaw '00 = members of the Committee on Diversity;

Zoe Cohen '99 = JSAAPP Rep

Activities had a busy weekend. Friday was the second installment of the DC Underground (Dance of Decades)
and Saturday they gave out sausages, pretzels, and juice at the men's soccer game.



Adam will now be helping Emily Davis '99 run the SC Coffee House, so look out. This Wednesday
(from 10-11 in the DC Basement) Cinco Huevos of Cinco Huevos fame will be performing.
Next Friday (the 15th), Bryn Mawr will be holding its first semester semi-formal dance. Says
ESPN: "November Nocturne, Mocktails, Photographer, Thomas Great Hall, lOpm-2am, open to all." Your
next chance to dress-up won't be until after classes end (Snowball!), so grab the opportunity.

Then it was informal talking time (i.e., non-structured/agendaed discussion).
Ryan asked where the (hopefully) incoming North Dorms bike rack could go, and ALESA said there was a
perfect place and demonstrated such by making a box-type-thing with her hands.
Adam updated us on the quest for a Gummere Lounge, and said Robin Doan's been instrumental in getting it
implemented. Look out!
Evan told us about the goings-ons of the Coke machines Some'll move and some' ll be replaced by newer
models.
Ryan warned us about his upcoming "State of the 'Ford" letter which'll go over the Plenary changes we've
discussed and upcoming Exec Council elections. The latter will be held prior to this semester's end, so's Adam,
Brendan, and Betsey, who are going abroad next semester, can show some ropes before they leave.
ALESA asked if the Comment Board was generally so mean-spirited as it seemed of late, and several of us
responded that the Board was the exact place to express what one felt and needed to say, regardless.

We heard from the Food Committee (Aaron, Ben, and Jamie) about getting cutlery and what-not back, the
upcoming assessment, music, and lighting. As to the last, light bulbs were removed during the energy crisis of
the late '70s and have yet to be replaced. Hopefully they'll be back soon.

Then it was time for Dorm Reps to shine:
Everybody said their dorms were cold. They're all going to e-mail Norm Ricker, Head of Physical Plant.
Jim informed us that the Lunt Coke machine wasn't accepting dollar bills, and Evan told us that it was being
replaced. Jim also said that Comfort folks couldn't get into the areas designated for imminent trash-removal, and
Ryan suggested that he get the key from Security and, with some help, move boxes so as to keep 'em from
getting thrown away.
Scott told us that the VCRs in the DC Basement and CC TV Lounge were still, broken. Ryan's
working on the problem.
Rich mentioned that several students had problems with the DC's use of styrofoam, and we found out from
the Food Committee that foam use was necessary when dishes ran out.
ALESA wants to see (or notice, maybe) better bathroom ventilation when they refurbish Lunt.
Christopher said that one of his constituents feels isolated [at BMC].
Jamie is passing around a petition among his constituents regarding better network connections.

Then we ended the meeting.

Matt mentioned that we had used the f-word at least four times during the meeting.

Fred Bentley '97 says:
The glorious and majestic Vote Van will be departing from Stokes Bay this Tuesday at the following times:

9(am)	 10:15	 11:45	 12:45	 2:15	 4:15	 6:15	 7:15

There are two polling places, 2901 Belmont Ave. (its a garage) and the Chestnutwold School on Loraine St. Both
places are in Ardmore, and if you don't know where you're registered, call him at 896-8772.
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Present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed, Elizabeth Heilig,
Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Brendan McNulty, Scott Nagel, Meena
Rajan, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

Not present: Christopher Iwane, Mukul Kanabar, TBA Off-Campus Rep

We started the meeting without a Moment of Silence.

We talked about on-line course information, and the lack thereof. Matt said the English Department has
some ideal pages that other academic departments could use as a standard. Adam said the History Department's
offerings (Web-wise) are sorely lacking, and that most of BMC's stuff is also not up to par. Then Ryan told us
that Bryn Mawr's new server, bought specifically to help in this situation, had been stolen. The course
information also needs advertising and should be easier to find from www.haverford.edu , we said. For now, we
decided to tell students (i.e., you) to let profs know when what you need to decide on classes isn't available
on-line. We generally agreed that what we want to know = texts, detailed descriptions of area(s) of study, and
work and other requirements.

Ryan asked us if there were any SC "events" we wanted to host for this last month of the semester and we
said, "no." But Evan's looking into getting us all into a local movie theatre for free, so watch out.

Then it was "Your time, My time... it's OUR time" time, which is were folks bring up issues pertinent to
SC discussion....
We talked a little about new incoming President Thomas Tritton, the selection process, and how the
decision was broadcasted. We all felt the e-mail announcement worked well. Betsey said she didn't like how
Board of Managers student representatives were asked to leave while the President was being selected.
We also talked about the past Thursday night's community forum the Women of Color had hosted.
Those of us who attended felt the discussion went well, though at times it was a little difficult to hear. We were
also into the possibility of organizing further dialogue in a similar manner and considered a forum on the
Social Honor Code. Obviously it's in the planning stages, but we'll hopefully have such a forum prior to the
end of the semester.

Then we talked about party spaces, and the lack thereof. Ryan recently met with JSAAPP heads and
administrators and learned that the current Alcohol Policy was an attempt to allow for smaller, invite-only
parties and not necessarily campus-wide parties where alcohol is served. He also said there was the possibility of
changing Haverford to a "dry" campus in which, policy-wise, only twenty-one-year-olds and such would be
allowed to drink on campus.
We brain-stormed about conceivable (and inconceivable) areas where parties with alcohol could be
held, and we came up with Lunt Basement, Comfort Basement, and a fenced-in backyard at
Drinker. Jim said most dorms are generally lacking in spaces for central gathering and Adam mentioned the
refurbished Barclay Lounge and the forthcoming Gummere Lounge (thanks to the Treasurers and Robin Doan).
The discussion lead itself to a general discussion of what Exec Council does with the Deans, and how little
students in general know/understand about those meetings. Adam said that Deans feel they are unaccountable to
students and we all said we (`Fords) should be more involved in making them address our concerns. Ryan
brought the discussion back to the original subject and asked SC whether we want to pursue the issue of "wet"
party spaces or not. Jon reiterated that we do need to seek a better social scene because, "It's so lame here!"

Committee Reports consisted of:
Appointments had spent all afternoon hearing from prospective Haverfest Heads and Customs
Committee Heads. Look out for results in next week's Minutes.

Budgeting told us that they had written "a ton" of checks. Then they asked for a Budgeting Committee
volunteer to file stuff. Jon offered to help.

1 Jon McCandlish '99 just enhanced the SC Page, so take a gander and let 	 know what you think.
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Activities is throwing Snowball on December 10th. That's the Tuesday classes end. It's also just 9 days
or so after we get back from Thanksgiving Break, so start your plans soon. They'll also be handing out yummy
somethings at the first Men's Basketball game scheduled for this Saturday. And Assassin's been so
popular that it'll probably happen again, and soon. Look to the SC Board in the Campus Center for updates. In
the meantime, folks shouldn't stop killing each other. They'll also be bringing y'all some sort of study break once
exams hit. And, of course, there's SC Coffee House. This week Exec Council'11 be serving you to the sweet
melodies of Guiton's Dream. Like usual, it's 10 o'clock in the DC Basement on Wednesday night.

Security Liason ALESA told us about the Sexual Assault Committe that includes her, Glen Normile,
Nora Neille and students and that meets twice a month to talk about how to increase awareness on campus about
the issue. Marilou Allen is also on it and anyone interested should contact her. Anyone can sit in on the bi-
weekly meetings. The next is this Wednesday (the 20th) from 9 -10am in the Swat Room of the DC.

Food Committee (Ben, Aaron, Jamie) met with Francone. Menus will be out with Dorm Reps very soon
and the deli bar will be available at more nights.

JSAAPP (Rich & Scott) had a humongous retreat last Friday. They will be mounting a publicity blitz soon to
induce students to attend their Wednesday 9am meetings, which are in the Swat Room of the DC.

And then Dorm Rep concerns:
Natasha (Gummere) asked about the absent and as-yet unnamed Off-Campus Rep. Ryan said someone
will be joining us in a week or so.
Aaron (Jones) asked us about stuffing mailboxes in the mailroom by non-SC/Honor Council folks. We
said students c do mailings, but they need to individually address the material or put them in boxes themselves.
Jim (Comfort) asked for soap in the North Dorms.
ALESA (Lunt) asked when SC is getting together with Honor Council and Ryan said he's working on
it. Then she gave him a map depicting where she wants the (incoming?) North Dorm bike rack to go.
Scott (Lloyd) told us that there are now three extra trash cans, stationed in the 50s, for party hosts to use to
clean -up after Thursday night parties.
Jamie (Houses) said his last "dorm" meeting would be this Thursday night at 10 in the Coop. Go!

And then the Moment of Silence.

Sorry for any anxiety, but last week's SC meeting was very abbreviated following a long day of group activities
and discussion, which any of us'll be all too eager to tell you about (so ask), so there were no Minutes.



November 25, 1996

SC MINUTES
(Now mercifully fish-free)

http://www.students.haverford.edu/sci

Present: Off-Campus Rep Adam Alboy, Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman,
Natasha Heflin, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Scott Nagel, Meena Rajan, Matt Schneiderman, Jamie
Spector, Ryan Therrell

Also: Emily Davis '99, Shira Ovide '98, Chris Pistilli '97

Not present: ALESA Blanchard-Nelson, Elizabeth Heilig, Christopher Iwane, Mukul Kanabar, Brendan McNulty,
Aaron Ricci, Rich Zito

I. Emily told us about Snowball, which is
Tuesday December 10
A. Dorm Reps signed up for tabling, set-up,

clean-up
B. Tickets

1. Sales begin Tuesday, December 3rd
and will occur during dinners (M-F) and
brunch (Sat/Sun)

2. Prices still being negotiated
C. Casino better 'cause of more faculty dealers

and prizes

H. Exec Council met with the Deans and talked
A. Ideas for getting faculty to Snowball
B. Health Center stuff

1. Possible shifting of hours from weekday
evenings to a few on Saturday
mornings

2. Possible lunch hour coverage
3. Concerns? Contact SHAC folks

Meredith Unger '97 (munger) or
Keely .Cheslack-Postova '98
(kcheslac)

4. Security and Health Services are gonna be
role-playing to determine responsiveness

C. Student workers
1. Possibility of bi-weekly pay-checks
2. Looking into making Game Room

monitors College employees
D. Registration woes

1. Despite claims, 90% of class descriptions
ain't up on Web, and lots of material is as
good as useless

2. Deans gotta look-see at sample Web
offerings Exec Council had "graded"

3. On-line course info needs a better link
E. Soap in dorm bathrooms, maybe
F. What SC'll do when Thomas Tritton arrives

TEL Game Room modifications suggested
1. Since the Game Room and TV Lounge get

vandalised...
2. Discussed moving the TV into Game

Room and arcade machines into TV
Lounge
a. Keeping what is now TV Lounge open

same hours as Campus Center
b. Jon said to try [moving TV] until fights

[in pool hall/new TV place] break out
c. Jim asked about the jukebox in new

configuration. We'd put MTV on
3. Meena asked for Elizabeth (in absentia) if

change machine could be moved
outside of (sometimes closed) Game Room

IV. EPC Reps Chris and Shira told us about:
A. Last year

1. Shortened shopping period
extended to second Tuesday in part as
a response to student surveys

2. Evolving Social Justice Requirement
a. New wording lends itself to self-

conscious pact between class &
prof since pre-labelling forces all
involved to focus on material in light
of social inequality

b. Students who felt distinction is
arbitrary will, hopefully, understand
responsibility to enter upon such a
class as a shared commitment

c. Jon said consciousness of "social
justice" occurs at Haverford without
requiring a class labelled as such
EPC is looking into the possibility of
a student forum next semester to
refocus our understanding of such



B. Class lotteries
1. Academic departments are allowed to

designate up to 20% of their classes as
limited enrollment
a. EPC wants response to why, if not

pedagogical reasoning, some classes
are limited while others are huge

b. Very few limited enrollment classes
partially due to Haverford's
allowance for student choice

c. Adam F. told us his smallest class
is 28 students

d. Matt said some weaker disciplines
result in tiny classes whereas
popular departments (particularly
English, History, and Poli Sci, says
Chris) are overburdened with
student demand/interest

e. Jim said that, if new prof aren't
going to be hired, then profs need to
teach more classes, though EPC
says both are impossibilities

f. So, then, the real trade-off is either
meeting requirements or
smaller classes

2. Deans do allow for individual
extensions in registration and you
can still drop a class (say, a fifth)
you've been shopping several weeks
into the semester

3. Take your concerns to your profs, Dean
and/or Chris (cpistill) or Shira
(sovide)

4. Chris said "Faculty are like students
except they don't have teachers."

V. Ryan's agendae said, "This ain't no party,
This ain't no disco... it's our time!"
A. Exam study break care packages (for

boy and girls, respectively) will be comin'
your way soon via Dorm Reps. Enjoy!

B. The next SC Meeting is in two weeks
C. The schedule for next semester's Exec

Council elections will be up (on the SC
Board in the Campus Center) soon

D. Jim asked about the letters from Deans
and JSAAPP we had all recieved lately
1. We mentioned how the recent serious

incidents had occurred at non-alcoholic
events and how, perhaps...

2. Drinking alone or even at small pre-
parties might be less safe than campus-
wide alcoholic parties where more
responsible (paced, supervised?)
drinking, perhaps, can take place

VI. Committee Reports
A. Budgeting's Natasha and Jon will be

heading an investigative sting operation
B. Appointments made

1. Haverfest '97 Heads =
a. Dave Levine '98 &
b. Dan Rausch '98

2. '97-'98 Customs Heads =
a. Evan Benanti '98 &
b. John Saroff '98

C. Activities did:
1. Have a good turn-out for Coffee

House, and/but even ran out of goodies
2. Work on a study break
3. Continue with Assassin.

a. Game One done by next week
b. Game Two sign-ups available at SC

Board and will start very soon...
4. Be a ballroom dancer... or just move like

one. Sunday the 8th we'll be having
free ballroom dance lessons in
Ryan Gym. Time to be announced

D. Food Committee (Aaron, Ben,
Jamie) didn't meet since Jon Francone was
out of town, but it's thanks to them that we
have extended Sat/Sun dining hours

E. Security Liaison ALESA (in absentia)
wants to know how to clue students into the
reality of crime on our campus. Simply,
your stuff isn't secure when you leave it
lying around, Code or no Code!!

VII. Dorm Rep Concerns
A. Natasha (Gummere) asked when her

building's "lounge" would be refurbished,
and Adam F. told her, "Next summer"

B. Mukul (Gummere) said his key
doesn't work in all his building's halls

C. Ryan (Lloyd non-Rep) said his key
doesn't get him into Barclay basement

D. Jim (Comfort) asked for paint lines in
the North Parking Lot so more cars
could get parked, but learned that paving
the area would kill trees

E. Adam A. (Off-Campus) asked for
commuter parking spaces

F. Cat (Barclay) inquired into having the
dorm cleaning crews come later in the day

And then the meeting was over.
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Present: Adam Alboyadjian, Arabella Larky Evelyn Sadie Annie (ALESA) Novella Elizabeth Blanchard-Nelson, Jon
Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Ben Falloon, Elizabeth Heilig, Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Christopher Iwane, Mukul
Kanabar, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Brendan McNulty, Scott Nagel, Meena Rajan, Aaron Ricci, Matt Schneiderman,
Jamie Spector, Ryan Therrell, Rich Zito

Visitors: Emily Davis '99, Christina West '98, Dan Zibel '99, Joshua Kurlantzic '98, Anne Santoro '97, Alex Lowry
`99, Bill Dawe '00, Chloe Rankin '99, Michael Froelich '97

Not present: Catherine Kim, Adam Freed

We started the meeting with a Moment of Silence.

Following a meeting with student leaders from groups including BSL, LASO, Feminist Affiance, and
BGALA earlier in the week, SC heatedly discussed diversity and leadership. Appoitments, particularly,
had come under some criticism for failing to address the need for students of color on student
panels/committees. Evan said he learned a lot from the meeting. Kevin Joseph '98 had passed on several
suggestions for improving the Appointments process, including educating the Appointments Committee
as to the position they will be selecting a student for and, more specifically, how diversity is a consideration for
such. Betsey said that, "By virtue of being a certain race, class, students of color have more to offer,"
and that, therefore, diversity is implicitly addressed during the appointments process. But SC questioned "The
candidate chosen = best qualified candidate" mentality, and Matt reread one of the questions that the Diversity
Coalition had put forward as to why or why not Appointments Committee should be dedicated to
specifically addressing diveristy issues. Evan responded that the selection of "best qualified" does not
mean that race is ignored during appointments. Evan & Betsey also said that the meeting had given them an
indication that students want to know exactly why they were not selected for an appointment, hence no "You
were an exceptional candidate, but..." e-mails. SC doesn't understand why more students of color do
not come out for appointments, and Matt mentioned that students of color aren't comfortable with SC
due in part to Budgeting and the same Appointments process. Betsey said she only knows so many
people, and only a few of them are students of color, so, when she approaches students about going out for
Appointments, her intentions may seem incorrect. Natasha said she wasn't interested in "recruiting" students for
Appointments or SC, and we agreed that students that are "dragged-in" to the process may be prejudged for lack
of "interest." Meena wanted to know how to make what people are coming out for more equal (i e , many
students of color expressed interest in the Diversity Committee, for instance, but perhaps few came out for the
Presidential Search Committee). Emily mentioned how her experience on Appointments Committee gave her the
feeling that no one really understood what they were appointing. Brya said that more solutions can
come from dialogue. We also talked about the timing woes (of elections, of budgeting, of roll-over into first
semester) and how those, also, aggravated the dilemna. The issue was raised, though left fairly rhetorical, as to
why students of color are not altogether comfortable at Haverford and what SC is gonna do to
change it.

[Between my involvement in the discussion and, therefore, lack of more comprehensive notes, please accept the
prior transcript as a portion of what we spoke about. Please contact any member of Exec Council or SC if you'd
like to hear further what occurred. -Secretary]

And then Honor Council walked in, so we cut short our diversity discussion in order to talk to our guests.
Annie began by telling us that quorum was not reached for the first Honor Council Chair elections, due in
part to a fair number of abstentions, and, as you know, are to be held again. Then Matt asked if Honor Council
felt it was at all accountable and approachable and it said, "Yes." Betsey asked what Honor Council does,
and Chloe responded that their Minutes had not been posted in several weeks simply because all it has been
discussing of late have been confidential (trial) matters. Josh mentioned that if the way
confidentiality works needs changing, then someone needs to change the Code and that matters of
procedure cannot be discussed in specific, so general/abstract (with a little "a") discussions can't generally
work, either (hence, the present Comment Board debate). Rich asked about the late-night Friday meeting
in which election results were discussed with Honor Council members and Chair candidates present:
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please read their Minutes regarding that meeting at a posting near you. Mukul asked if diversity issues are
addressed by Honor Council, and again they noted the inability to get beyond specific trials (due to time
constraints) they were currently working on in order to be much of an introspective body. Jim addressed the
"Us vs Them" mentality some folks have about Honor Council, and Matt mentioned that Honor Council
itself seems like some amorphous untouchable legislative apparatus, and Annie responded by asking
why students don't just talk to them. Matt returned by saying that SC, too, has difficulty making itself
representative in a realistic sense, but getting pictures up in the Campus Center's a nice start. Annie also said that
they were individually planning to present Plenary resolutions next spring. Mike reiterated the difficulty of
adequately addressing student concerns because confidentiality cannot be breached. Scott mentioned that some
of Matt's lack of understanding, for one, could've been addressed his Freshman year (or later?) by his HCO, so
perhaps that program needs to re-examine the way it presents the Honor Code, trials, et al. Elizabeth wondered
that, if information on the Comment Board is incorrect, why can't Honor Council respond? Dan said that the
present Comment Board discourse is selective telling, but he and Honor Council could not fill in gaps
due to confidentiality.

[Again, sorry: I was pretty animated in the talk, so my notes ain't so great. We talked about the above and more,
so, as always, talk to your SC or Honor Council Rep (or check out the HC Minutes) for a fuller (unbiased?)
picture of what we discussed. -Secretary]

Then Honor Council left to resume their meeting, and we hinted at some upcoming Study Breaks. Kristi
Littel, Student Activities Intern, will be bringing dogs & cats, masseuses (back-rubber types), and maybe
even the Jingle Man over the next week or so to help us all relax. SC recieved a bunch of "Study
Breakers... for Him and Her" which we'll be distributing. And there'll be pizza at some point and Coffee
House as usual. Enjoy and good luck!

Budgeting will be sending out "how much money left" notices to student groups soon.

Activities reminded Reps of their obligations to help with Snowball which, thanks to Emily, Cat, and
Suzanne Zentko 98 (Snowball Committee), went great. Matt and Emily said they had hoped to get
ticket prices way down, but because Students' Council and Budgeting Committee cannot afford to pay for the
event without taking money out of other student organization's budgets, Snowball has to pay for itself.

Security Liason ALESA told us about the difficulty they were having making the chain on the street
between Sharpless and Barclay visible, because cars drive it into it. Then Evan asked if she could fmd
out about HCA 31's stolen keg tap because Glen Normile had told him the matter was confidential.

Food Committee (Aaron, Jamie, and Ben)
talked about the faulty drink machines and the
substituion of musical groups for pastabilities.
Aaron advised us to eat at Bryn Mawr.

JSAAPP (Rich and Scott) had held an
emergency meeting with the Deans regarding the
present medical/alcohol crisis.

And then Dorm Reps had one last shot to
voice their concerns.
Betsey (HCA): overhead closet lights
Ryan (Lloyd): Adam's request for commuter
spaces was discounted by the powers that be
(Physical Plant)
Meena (HCA): bike shed for HCA
ALESA (Lunt): Physical Plant not responding to
work-orders. Hierarchy of PP leading to lack of
accountability.

Ryan concluded our last meeting with a
moment of silence.
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December 12, 1996 OS,
Addendum

In a rush to get Minutes printed and posted before everybody started heading home
for the holidays, I failed to mention how the December 8 Minutes were my last, how I hope
you've found these notes from our meetings to be informative, slightly entertaining,
present, whatever, how I and my fellow Exec Council members and SCers have
appreciated our time on Council this past year/semester, yaddi yaddi yaddi. Ryan's "State
of the 'Ford" letter includes some things we've been working on and hope to see carried on
by next semeter's SC: here, I just wanted to thank y' all for involving yourself by putting
up with (and reading) these postings.

I also failed, however, to consider in full the implications of what I wrote in the last
Minutes, especially in regards to the discussion concerning diversity. I can't imagine
anyone would believe any reporter/Secretary could remain wholy objective in writing
without simply restating verbatim what people say, but I think sometimes my opinions
subvert what other people say when I retell it. You might be thinking, "Whatever," or,
"What's he talking about?" but just take another look at the Minutes from the December 8
meeting, if you will, and expect those biases of mine this time around. For example,
Emily's statement regarding her semester on Appointments Committee did not come out
simply as, "No one really understood what they were appointing" which is how it reads in
the Minutes and, taken out of the larger context of the discussion, seems unduly critical. In
fact, her suggestion was to further integrate members of the community with fuller
understanding of the job description for what Appointments is deciding upon so as to allow
for a smoother process. Unfortunately, these editorialization aren't always fair or even
accurate representations and I can't pretend to be a perfect mirror or even constantly vigilant
to write an objective account of our meetings: this discussion was heated, and I was fairly
animated. And I apologize for that spilling over into the Minutes.

Anyway, I hope everybody has a good exam period, a great break, and an even
better next semester, here or abroad. I won't try to convince anyone to run for SC, but do
consider it if for no other reason than to abuse the privelege of getting your name posted on
all the bathroom walls.

Matt Schneiderman
SC Secretary





Student C
February 13 , 1997

ncii Minutes
Representing New York Flavor to the Fullest

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Co-Secretary), Raymond Macleish (Co-Secretary),
Kelly Carroll, Brian Glass, Elizabeth Heilig, Adrienne Horowitz, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine
Kim, Zainab Mahmood, Stephen Myers, Becky Pastner, Sasha Samberg-Champion.

NOT PRESENT: Lesley Harris, Steward Morgan, Meenakshi Rajan

Did You Really Do That (Some of the Introductory Embarrassing Stories)
Kevin- Living in Antigua at the age of thirteen, Kevin decides that he could walk up a
hill. The sun was shining bright that day and Kevin decides to close his eyes because the
it was shining in them. Well, there was a light pole. To make a long story short do you
notice that little dent in his forehead?
ALESA- While in sixth grade, after a hard day of school, ALESA was going home on the
bus. She got that funny feeling inside, and bam!!! She threw up all over the person
sitting next to her. Can you imagine a strange little girl vomiting on you?
Sasha- He's a junior in high school, feeling real good and proud of himself because he's
about to go up on stage to accept an award in front of the entire school. He starts up those
stairs, and falls flat on his face. Sasha, it's left foot first and then the right foot.
Josh- One day Josh, who's about fourteen years old at the time, is riding his bike in the
park with a friend. He sees a girl he likes. Josh starts talking to her instead of looking
where he is going and proceeds to hit a parked car, flip over it, and then land in the trash.
Maybe it not as easy as riding a bike.

Committees
Appointments

ALESA wants to make the people applying for appointments more comfortable during
their interview.

Budgeting
Rich and Josh want to be as fair as they can be and give everyone the money they ask
for. But the college only gives Student Council only a certain amount of money and
all they can do is distribute that amount to the clubs.

Activities
Paul and Raymond want to improve the social atmosphere of Haverford's Campus.
They are planning to have 5-6 parties this semester.

Where We're Headed
Kevin- Student Council has to take the next step. Dorm Reps have to deal more than
with just smaller issues on campus (i.e. dorm related problems), but with the bigger
problems in the Haverford community
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Plenary
• There are seven resolutions this year.
• Changes

a) No friendly amendments at plenary. All friendly amendments must be
submitted before plenary.

b) The question and answer period will be a bit different. Questions will be
submitted to the chair and he shall read them to the presenter(s).

House Of Interest
Kevin- The purpose of the House Of Interest is to bring more community input into
Student Council's actions and inner workings. It's a gathering of representatives from
each of the clubs on campus and athletic teams. We want the House Of Interest to have
it's own identity separate from that of Student Council and more in tune with the
community feelings. Meetings should start in about 3-4 weeks, and will be held once a
month.

If you have questions or comments about the minutes contact Paul Alvarez (palvarez@haveerford.edu ). We
hope you will enjoy them, Thanks.

Paul Alvarez and Raymond MacLeish (Student Council Co-Secrataries)
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February 16, 1997

Student Council Minutes
Representing New York Flavor to the Fullest

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Co-Secretary), Raymond MacLeish (Co-Secretary),
Kelly Carroll, Brian Glass, Elizabeth Heilig, Adrienne Horowitz, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Zainab
Mahmood, Stewart Morgan, Stephen Myers, Becky Pastner, Meenakshi Rajan, Sasha Samberg-Champion

NOT PRESENT: Beth Harris, Catherine Kim,

Moment of Silence

Consensus
Kevin started by saying he wanted everyone to reason with each other during consensus, and no one
should be forced into a decision. Four people out of Student Council can stand out of consensus, and
if reps are not in attendance at the meeting they will be considered to be standing outside of
consensus. Josh continued on by saying that it doesn't matter which route you take to get your
decision, as long as we all arrive at the same place. You can agree on consensus for a lot of different
reasons.

Plenary
• The idea of resolution presenters being given shifts during certain resolutions to help count ballots
was brought up. Paul disagreed saying that it would be a bit confusing having certain people count
during one resolution and other presenters count during another. Josh said he also thought we should
have one set group of counters. Sasha asked if it were a concern of interest to have the resolution
presenters count their own ballots. Kevin answered saying that that the presenters would only count
on resolutions other than their own. Jim then asked why the dorm reps wouldn't count the ballots.
Kevin replied that they would but it would make the counting quicker if we had a few more people
count. Meena suggested asking Honor Council to help with the counting. This idea was met with
glee and was accepted by the group.
• There will be 2 dorm reps with (hopefully) 3-4 honor council members assigned to each section in
Marshall to collect ballots. There will be boxes to collect the ballots in.
• Executive Council was thinking of having perforated ballots this year. ALESA went into greater
depth saying that they would be colored coded for yes or no, but that she couldn't find any pre-made
perforated sheets and the voters may have to just tear the sheets. Paul rejoindered that SC could have
them made, and Rich thought it would add to the decorum of Plenary if they were perforated.
ALESA replied saying it would cost a lot of extra money to do that. Kelly didn't understand exactly
how the sheets would work. ALESA explained that there would be three separated sheets of yes, no,
and abstain votes. They would be color coded and each yes, or no, or abstain, would be numbered to
correlate with the resolution or amendment. Elizabeth agreed that we shouldn't get the perforated
sheets because the students at Plenary should be able to tear the sheets. The general feeling became
that we didn't need the perforations.

Should we have candy at Plenary or not?





• Jim voiced his opinion that he thought there shouldn't be candy thrown at Plenary, or at least SC
shouldn't provide it. Kevin then posed the idea that maybe HCO's shouldn't supply candy along with
SC not supporting it, and thus the HCO' s could help set the tone at Plenary . Rich mentioned that
there definitely shouldn't be any toilet paper throwing during Plenary. But Stewart said he feels that
we would be taking out the fun of Plenary, that many people come because of that. Rich replied that
people are committed to being productive and candy is a distraction. Josh agreed saying that the
candy was a big turn-off for people. Jim continued on to say that people were frustrated and upset
because of the light-hearted nature of the last Plenary. Steve added in that we needed to be serious
during the serious times but at the same time be fun at the fun times at Plenary. But at the last
Plenary, those two things overlapped into each other. Paul interjected that there is something to be
said about people coming to Plenary for the fun, and we have to consider that. Kevin re-iterated that
we need to be serious during the serious times of Plenary. Kevin asked for a vote on not supplying
candy at Plenary. Consensus was reached with two people standing outside.
• Should we write a letter to the HCO's encouraging them to not supply candy to the freshmen?
Rich thought Plenary should be about discussion and we should tell them not to supply candy.
Meena replied that the letter would seem like we're blaming the HCO's for the atmosphere of the last
Plenary and we shouldn't do that. Kevin said the letter wouldn't be blaming them, just asking them
not to supply candy. Kevin asked for a vote on sending a letter to the HCO's encouraging them not to
give away candy. Consensus was not reached, five stood outside. ALESA said we're trying to
discourage a carnival atmosphere and not only the HCO's should be contacted. Brya agreed, saying
why not contact the customs people also. Rich said the tone of the letter is important, that is shouldn't
be accusatory but more a tone of can you help us. Kevin reiterated that we weren't barring candy, just
not encouraging it. Sasha replied saying that the HCO' s feel it's their jobs to bring candy to Plenary
because of the way it has been held in the past . The HCO's don't necessarily want to give out candy.
Adrienne suggest enclosing a letter in the Plenary packet relating the serious nature of Plenary that
SC wants to project, in addition to sending a letter to the HCO's encouraging them not to give candy
out. Kevin asked for a vote on to include a letter in the Plenary packet, in addition to sending a letter
to the HCO's discouraging the distribution of candy during Plenary. Consensus was reached.

Committee Reports
• Appointments (ALESA)
We've been discussing many ideas about what appointments should be. Especially what does
qualified mean? A change from the previous appointments process is that people going out for
appointments will submit a written statement about why they should be appointed to their position
before the interview. We want everyone to know how we decided and why we appointed someone to
a position, and be ready to defend ourselves for the decision we make.

• Budgeting (Josh and Rich)
We had a nine hour deliberation to get this semester's budget done. We based our decisions on the
previous histories of the clubs, and how much and how many people benefit from them. We wished
we could give everyone what they wanted but we don't get enough money to do that.

• Activities (Paul and Raymond)
We're planning on having four to five parties this semester. Our first will be after spring break, and
we decided to have a Sundance and a Sadie Hawkins dance. More to come...

Announcements
1) There will be a Honor Council Community discussion about the ratification of the Honor Code

and the special Plenary that will be held. Tuesday, March 4 at 10:30pm, place: TBA
2) The SC Spring Sale is here. Come get all the junk that you friends didn't want. Thursday, March

6 lOpm-12pm in the basements of the dorms and apartments.





February 23, 1997

Plenary Minutes
Presiding: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Co-Secretary), Raymond Macleish (Co-Secretary),
Morgan Lloyd (Honor Council Co-chair), Adam Wood (Honor Council Co-chair), Chloe Rankin (Honor
Council Secretary)

Quorum (438 students)
Quorum was reached at 2:03 pm.

Moment of Silence

Passing Down of Executive Council
Ryan Therrell passes the Executive Council key on to Kevin Joseph

Rules Of Order
Clarification of Rules of Order by Student Council President

First Resolution: JSAAPP Resolution
Reading by presenter (Kristin Brinner'97 and Marianne Clarke '97)
Amendments: none
Pro/Con Speakers
Pro: It adds accountability. People will have a choice in who heads JSAAP with
elections.
Con: The policies have the problems, they are what needs to be redefined.
Moment of Silence
Resolution Passes (328 yes votes - 65 no votes)

Second Resolution: Honor Council Accountability
Reading by presenter (Joshua Kurlantzick '98, Andrea Kurtz '99, Dan Zibel '99)
Amendments: none
Pro/Con Speakers
Pro: The jurors should be able to defend the decisions they make and be accountable for

them.
Con: We have to think about what type of accountability we would be implementing.

People would began to accuse the jurors for their decisions.
Moment of Silence
Resolution Fails (261-152)

Third Resolution: Class Representatives
Reading by (Stacey Jacobs '97 and Julie Simon '97)
Amendments: none
Pro/Con Speakers





Pro:
1) Students' Council reps shouldn't only be focusing on dorm related issues.
2) Representatives numbers need to be proportional to class populations.
3) This will help to involve the classes into the more pertinent issues of the campus.
Con:
1) Dorm reps are closer to the students in the dorms, than class reps would be with

people in their own classes.
2) Dorm issues only take up a few minutes of the time in SC Meetings.
3) Class reps won't feel accountable for the students whom they represent.
Moment of Silence
Resolution Fails (215-189)

Fourth Resolution: Codifying and Streamlining Plenary Procedures
Reading by (Benjamin Cutler '98, John Saroff '98, Benjamin Scoll '98)
Amendments: Add a question and answer period whose format would be decided by the
chair of the Plenary. Amendment Passes (334-54).
Pro/Con Speakers
Pro: It will help Plenary run smoothly, and if it doesn't then we can change it.
Con:
1) Plenary needs to remain flexible.
2) Plenary shouldn't be a chore we have to do, and it can not be rushed through.
Moment of Silence
Resolution Fails (288-103)

Fifth Resolution: Withholding of Abstracts
Reading by presenter (Joshua Kurlantzick '98, Dan Zibel '99)
Amendments: none
Pro/Con Speakers
Pro: This is what we are supposed to do now, but certain cases make the abstracts
delayed.
Moment of Silence
Resolution Passes (360-53)

Sixth Resolution: Sexual Assault
Reading by presenter (Chloe Rankin '99)
Amendments: none
Pro/Con Speakers
Pro:
1) Honor Council isn't equipped to handle these kind of situations
2) Victims need to have a choice of who learns about their own incident.
3) A student panel must decide on if the accused will be removed from the community

before a trial takes place. Victims don't feel comfortable having their case go before
the students and this changes that. Victims should have the right to privacy

4) Deans are better situated to deal with these cases.
Con:
1) This takes one more option away from a survivor
2) Deans are accountable to no one, and have too much power.





Moment of Silence
Resolution Fails (195-145)

Seventh Resolution: Write-In Resolution
Reading by presenter (Ryan Therrell '97)
Amendments: none
Pro/Con Speakers: None
Moment of Silence
Resolution Passes (345-14)

Honor Code Ratification
Reading by Honor Council Chairs (Adam Wood '99 and Morgan Lloyd '98)
Vote to approve the Honor Code
Honor Code Passes (390-11)





March 2, 1997

Student Council Minutes
It does a body good

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Co-Secretary), Raymond Macleish (Co-Secretary),
Kelly Carroll, Brian Glass, Lesley Harris, Adrienne Horowitz, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Zainab
Mahmood, Steward Morgan, Stephen Myers, Becky Pastner, Meenakshi Rajan, Sasha Samberg-Champion

NOT PRESENT: Elizabeth Heilig, Jim Kapsis

Administrative Advisory Committee
We had two guests Erica Bailey and Ryan Traversari who are the reps to the
Administrative Advisory Committee. Erica and Ryan explain that the AAC formulates
the budget for the college, help in the process of faculty hiring, and make decisions about
faculty and staff salary increases. Josh asked about raising the student activities fee to
increase the SC budget and thus allocate more funds to clubs. Ryan answered that the
student activities fee's increase is proportional to inflation rates, and the fee is above that
as it is now. Erica and Ryan spoke about the renovation of Stokes. The college is
planning to renovate Stokes in the next five years. The renovation would repair and
improve the ventilation system in Stokes and improve most of the labs. Eric and Ryan
also told us of how the AAC was discussing and thinking about ideas of building another
building to house the chemistry department. The new chemistry building would be
placed where physical plant is now and physical plant would be moved closer to the
where the arts building is now. It would free up space for the science departments but
may cost an estimated 40 million dollars which may have some finical implications for
students.

Consensus
Once again we talked about consensus. Josh iterated that people have to enter consensus
with an understanding of all the decisions they can make. He continued by explaining
what it means to make consensus, stand outside of consensus, and block consensus, and
then stressed how important it was to for every to give their own input into the decisions
we make. Kevin added in before each consensus, we will have a moment of silence to
reflect on the decisions we are about to make. Then we should write down our decisions
and give them. Steve stressed that we should always be writing down our thoughts so we
can look back and see the process we went through to come to our decision.

Honor Code Ratification
Unfortunately the Honor Code wasn't ratified. There will be a second discussion
Wednesday 19th in Sharpless Auditorium at 10:15pm about the Honor Code's
Ratification. The SPECIAL PLENARY WILL BE SUNDAY MARCH 23RD in the
Field House. 66%, 723 students, of the community need to vote yes for the Honor Code
to pass. If we do not reach quorum, THERE WILL NOT BE A HONOR CODE. Steve
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wondered if there would be amendments during this Plenary. Josh explain that Honor
Council is asking for students to hand in their resolutions on Wednesday 19th but
amendments will be accepted from the floor. Meena pondered "Will there be an Honor
Council if we don't have an Honor Code?" Kevin sadly retorted "We don't have an
Honor Council now." Rich stated that there is no need for this Plenary to drag on. But
ALESA want to know how much involvement Student Council would have in this
Plenary. Paul added asking "who's in charge, are we chairing it?" Kevin said he wasn't
sure but he would find out at the Honor Council meeting.

Storage Sale
The storage sale was a great success. Student Council made 350 dollars selling your
stuff. Much thanks and congratulations to Beth Harris '00 and Catherine Kim '00 for
arranging and heading the storage sale. The profits from the sale will be going to the
SERENDIPITY DAY CAMP!

Committee Reports
• Appointments (ALESA)
There are a lot of new appointments made, they are:
Campus Center Task Force: Jonathan Ball '99 and Adam Raphael '00
Administrative Advisory Committee: Emily Davis '99 and Jon McCandlish '99
JSAAPP '97 class rep: Rebecca Rabin '97
Class Night Heads: Stacey Jacobs and Craig Dorfman '97
Congratulations to those who were appointed. On a side note, ALESA brought up the
idea of having a lawn sale during Haverfest. Community members could bring their junk
out to Founders green and barter with the other members of the community.
• Budgeting (Rich and Josh)
We wrote some checks. A lot of check writing.
• Activities (Raymond and Paul)
We've scheduled events for the rest of the semester, they are going be
Fri. March 28 - Party in the dining center basement
Sat. April 5 - Sadie Hawkins dance in Founders
Sat. April 26 - Sun dance in the Dining Center (tentative)
remember our FIRST SC PARTY will be in the BASEMENT OF THE DINING
CENTER this FRIDAY MARCH 28TH. So come out and represent Haverford style.

Game Room
Kevin explained that Executive Council decided that the game room will not be funded
by Student Council this semester. It will be funded by the college throughout
commencement, and the game room heads will be appointed through appointments.

Mass E-mail
Paul is the new Students' Council liaison to the Academic Computing Center this
semester. Much thanks to Jon McCandlish for his service as the liaison the previous
term. Paul talked about sending our first SC mass e-mail, and how there is an agreement
with the ACC that SC can send mass e-mails, but only Student Council. Eventually SC
will be sending out a message every 2 weeks with club news and announcements.
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March 23, 1997

Students Council Minutes
It does a body good

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Secretary), Kelly Carroll, Brian Glass, Lesley Harris,
Elizabeth Heilig, Adrienne Horowitz, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Zainab Mahmood,
Steward Morgan, Stephen Myers, Becky Pastner, Meenakshi Rajan, Sasha Samberg-Champion

NOT PRESENT:

A brief meeting after the Special Plenary to hear updates on the committees

Special Plenary
We did it! An estimated 792 people attended Plenary. The Honor Code was ratified with
a vote of 780 people supporting the code and 12 not supporting.

Bi-Co Alcohol Task Force
Ryan Therrell stopped by to ask SC members to relate any of their experiences with
alcohol here on campus so that he could bring them back to the Bi-Co Alcohol Task
Force. They are attempting to finish gathering information about problems with alcohol
within the community.

Lifestyle Workshop
Kristi Littell introduced the possibility of having an etiquette workshop. More to come...

Student's Council Retreat
Student's Council is planning to have a retreat. ALESA thinks it would be good for us to
do community service at Riverbend for a day. It would not only help SC bond more
together but help others at the same time. It will probably the 2nd or 3rd Saturday in April.
More to come...

House of Interest
Student's Council is compiling a master list of all the clubs heads. Once this happens
Kevin will send out a letter to club heads with House of Interest information.

Committee Reports
• Appointments (ALESA)
We made a few more appointments:
Academic Computing Committee: Jesse Ehrenfeld '00
Junior rep for JSAAPP: 	 Jenn Stevens '97
Peer Awareness Heads:	 Jill Beck and Zoe Rind '99
Congratulations to those who were appointed.
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• Budgeting (Josh and Rich)
We wrote some checks. A lot of check writing.

• Activities (Paul)
FIRST SC PARTY will be in the BASEMENT OF THE DINING CENTER this
FRIDAY MARCH 28TH. The other events we've scheduled, so far, for the rest of the
semester are:
Sat. April 5 - Sadie Hawkins dance in Founders
Sat. April 26 - Sundance in the Dining Center

Dorm Rep Committee Reports
• Coffee House (Zainab and Stephen)
The purpose of Coffee House Committee is to organize the SC Coffee house. Some of
the events will be in the basement of Lunt to attract more people and so that the Café
might make some extra money through their tasty pastry sales. In addition, Steve and
Zainab are thinking about continuing to hold some of the coffee houses in the DC
basement, and possibly in the Campus Center. They have been talking to old favorites
such as Cinco Huevos and Guiton's Dream; however, the band lined up for this week is
a new one, the Fefty Project. Fefty Project will be performing at Coffee House this
Wednesday March 26 @ 9:30 in Lunt Café. Come out and drink some coffee.

• Food Committee (Adrienne and Lesley)
Food Committee has been holding weekly meetings with John Francone, Director of
Haverford College Dining Services. He is really nice and very willing to work with the
students to improve the dining center. Food Committee will be posting minutes, and
students should be on the lookout for a survey that will be put in everybody's mailboxes.
Please take them seriously and give feedback on *specific* things that are good and bad.
John can't do anything with general comments such as "The food sucks." People are
welcome to get in touch with Food Committee by e-mail; lharris, ahorowit, jfrancon, or
rdoan.

• JSAAPP (Sasha)
The JSAAPP committee has meet a few times already and are willing to work hard on
JSAAPP affairs. For more information on recent JSAAPP ventures, including the
possibility of converting Lunt Cafe into part-time party space, students should check out
the JSAAPP minutes posted on the comment board. JSAAPP members are very
interested in hearing concerns and comments from the community about this and other
JSAAPP affairs.

• Security Liaison (Elizabeth)
Glenn Normile and Elizabeth have talked about the problem with broken doors in the
North Dorms and the general lack of theft lately. If anyone has any "security issues" they
can get in touch with Liz @ eheilig and she'll pass them on.
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• Collection Committee (Stephen)
We organize space and refreshments for post-collection discussions. This does not
happen after every collection, but when a speaker is particularly intriguing to the student
body or the speaker is eager to share more with students in a smaller discussion-type
setting, then the speaker's host gets in touch with us and we arrange for some sort of
gathering.

Corrections
It said in the last minutes that Stokes would be renovated in the next five years, but there
isn't any actually timeline for the renovation formulated yet.

Special Note
Some members of the Dining Services staff have expressed concern regarding student-
staff dynamics Though this issue might have been re-opened due to a recent food fight
and its aftermath, we as an SC Executive Council feel that it is worthwhile to continually
and vigilantly examine and reaffirm our community's commitment to respect. If this
respect is not all-encompassing of faculty, staff, as well as students, we should examine
why.
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March 30, 1997

Students Co uncil Minutes
Once you pop, you can't stop

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Paul Alvarez
(Secretary), Kelly Carroll, Brian Glass, Lesley Harris, Elizabeth Heilig, Adrienne Horowitz, Jim Kapsis,
Brya Keilson, Zainab Mahmood, Becky Pastner, Meenakshi Rajan, Sasha Samberg-Champion

NOT PRESENT: Josh Kurlantzick (Co-Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Catherine Kim, Stewart
Morgan, Stephen Myers

Moment of Silence

Haverfest
This year's Haverfest heads Dan Rausch and David Levine stopped by. While keeping
the basic activities of Haverfest from the previous years, they are planning a few more
things this year, weather permitting. Dan and Dave have hired a company to bring a
"joust" (as seen on American Gladiators), as well as a velcro wall, padded boxing and a
dunk tank, in which they hope to put distinguished faculty and staff. There will be a
movie shown on Friday night, and on Saturday afternoon the Newpoint Concert Series
will be having bands playing. Saturday night, in lieu of the traditional dance, Sid Brown
will be hosting a rave which will feature DJs of national prominence. Haverfest is a huge
undertaking which requires a lot of man power, Students' Council has been placed in
charge of finding volunteers and student EMT's. The jobs won't be too taxing, and shifts
will be short. Each volunteer will get a special staff shirt. Please contact any member of
Students' Council ASAP if you are interested. Jim asked about the type of bands will be
booked. Dan answered that there will be a wide variety, but it is too earlier to release the
names of the bands. Dave added that Dean Wafter may give students a card with a list
of things to do if another person became alcohol poisoned.

The Roof Is On Fire
Kevin informed us that in Gummere last week, the fire alarm went off and none of the
students evacuated the building. It is important, if the alarms sound, for students to leave
the dorms immediately for their own safety.

Students' Council Retreat
It will be on Saturday April 19 th. ALESA explained the only problem will be getting
transportation to Riverbend, since the school's vans will be used by the sports teams.
She feels confident that she can work it out.

Campus Center Task Force
Kevin explained that there are plans to take the lockers and desks out of the community
room on the third floor of the Campus Center. And the method of reserving the space



will be a bit different than before. Now you will be able to reserve the room through the
info desk on the first floor of the Campus Center.

Dorm Concerns
Becky related the feelings of a few students who want to get a tether ball for HCA. We
are taking it under strong consideration. Brya also explained that the change machine in
HCA 30 doesn't work. She is going to call the company and ask them to fix it.

Committee Reports
• Appointment (ALESA)
We made some more appointments:
Committee on Student Standings and Programs:
Alternative Concert Series:

Maria Roeper '00
Abby Rosenheck '99 and
Madison Compton '99

• Budgeting (Josh and Rich)
Josh and Rich were incognito, but wanted to tell everyone that they wrote some more
checks. A lot of check writing going on.

• Activities (Paul)
Activities committee wanted to thank everyone for their support on the first SC party.
Many people came out and did their thing. Special thanks to Pedro Urquilla, the DJ. The
next SC PARTY will be the SADIE HAWKINS DANCE in the FOUNDERS this
SATURDAY APRIL 5TH. Even if you don't have a date, come with a bunch of friends.
The other events we've scheduled, so far, for the rest of the semester are:
Sat. April 26 - Sundance in the Dining Center

Meeting With The Deans (What we talked about with the Deans)
Executive Council is pushing for the creation of an electronic online scheduling program
maintained by a 'scheduling person/ czar'. In edition, we want to have a program that
students could access 24hrs a day and see up-to-date scheduled events and where they
will take place. We hope this electronic scheduler would solve some of the severe
scheduling problems that the community has. The plans are now at the level of the
administration and ACC for action.

Announcements
1) There will be a Coalition Retreat on Friday April 4 th from 5-11pm and Saturday from
11 am-5pm. RSVP Hayan Yi (hyi@haverford.edu ).

Moment of Silence
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Students' C um" Minutes
I Like When They Call Me Big Poppa

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Secretary), Kelly Carroll, Lesley Harris, Elizabeth Heilig,
Adrienne Horowitz, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Stephen Myers, Becky Pastner, Meenakshi Rajan,
Sasha Samberg-Champion

NOT PRESENT: Brian Glass, Zainab Mahmood, Stewart Morgan

Moment of Silence

Dorm Concerns
Beth brought up the idea of having a block party on Barclay strip at the last dorm meeting in
Barclay. It would take place on the Friday night during Haverfest and was enthusiastically
embraced by the dorm. The strip would be lit and music would be playing. Kevin proposed that
SC throw it. ALESA said it would be cool to have it on Barclay Beach but people might fall
down the hill. Paul added that it was something activities committee was already thinking about
doing and would. Beth then asked about a tradition in which seniors would write down five
freshman they would like to meet, and the freshman would write down five seniors they would
like to meet. Everyone would hand their choices into SC and for those that matched, SC would
notify the two so they could hook-up. People didn't feel comfortable with that idea. ALESA
suggested that Yarnall and Llyod could have water stations during Haverfest, and Elizabeth
added that SC should have its own water stations, with soda, water, and a few games. ALESA
thought we should have a barbecue in front of Barclay during the party. Jim interjected that
there were going to be a lot of barbecues already, and Kevin said it may be hard to fund a
barbecue for the entire campus. ALESA replied that we only had to have a certain amount and
once that ran out, well it would be gone. And it would be a good alternative to the other things
going on campus.

The Sadie Hawkins Dance
Kevin explained that Wednesday April 2 he received an e-mail bringing attention to that the
Sadie Hawkins dance was heterosexist. He brought this up to the rest of Executive Council and a
decision to the cancel the dance was made by most of Executive Council the next day. Meena
asked why it became an issue only a few days before the party. Rich responded that it basically
didn't come up earlier because we didn't think about it, and better late then never. Becky
explained that it hurt her since she didn't realize this before. And Rich agreed saying that
canceling the dance was the only way he could have a clear conscious. Adrienne relayed to us
that the reason that people didn't bring issues with the dance up before is because they didn't
think anything would be done about it. She continued on by saying that people were surprised
and impressed by the decision that was made. But Cathy said people are thinking that we are
being too "PC" and taking out all of the traditions out of Haverford. ALESA reminded us that
there would be Screw-Your-Roommate next semester and we may need to reassess that. Sasha
rebutted saying that we may be implying that you can't have any public displays of sexuality.



But Becky added that we need to do everything we can to change societal perceptions. Jim
reassured us that this community tries to be open to everyone and we should worry about it. Paul
explained his point of view, that the dance shouldn't have been canceled. That the theme and
name should have been changed instead. That having a dance, any dance, was what counted-not
the Sadie Hawkins part. Kevin explained that intent is less important then perception, and that
he is worried about a backlash against BGALA, which shouldn't happen. Adrienne asked if we
could have another event. Paul said unfortunately that since it's so close to the end of the
semester, most of the weekends already have something going on in them.

Committee Reports
• Appointments (ALESA)
We made a few more appointments:
Admissions Counselor Search Committee:

Dalila Zachary '00 and Leland Kass '99
Film Series Heads:

Jon Ball '99 and Josh Kurlantzick '98
Honorary Degree/Commencement Committee:

Sam McFerran '98, Mark Weinsier '98, Rachel
Batsford '98, and Dan Bernard '98

Congratulations to those who were appointed.

• Budgeting (Josh and Rich)
We wrote some checks again. A lot of check writing.

• Activities (Paul)
Sundance is here finally. It will be in the Dining Center on Saturday April 26. And we hope
that most of you will be there. We are also planning a barter sale on Founders Green, and a joint
Skeeters/SC party. More to come....

Special Note
• Effective Monday, March 31, all athletes who arrive at the DC after 6:45 PM will be able to
have more than one entree, or can take two servings at once. Hopefully this will enable the
athletes to get enough food at dinner before the DC closes. And the entree line on the right
should be open until 7:05, salad till 7:10, and dessert and coffee until 7:15.

• From Norm Ricker (Director of Physical Plant):
As a result of the article in the BiCo News a few weeks ago we are looking into how to improve
the parking situation on Carter Road. The reason that the parking spaces are not paved is that to
do so would deny the roots of the large trees that are interspersed along the parking bays from
getting water to their roots. As it is the compaction of the gravel reduces the amount of water
that actually gets to the roots now and the trees are in a state of decline. But to just pave over the
spaces would cut off the roots' water completely and the trees' demise would be accelerated. We
are also investigating the cost to remove the affected trees, replace them with a more tolerant
specimen, and to pave the parking spaces.
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Students' Council

To the community:

In the last few weeks numerous members of the community have voiced concerns regarding the
resignation of Raymond Macleish '99 from the position of Students' Council Secretary, which he held with
Paul Alvarez '00. Issues brought to several members of Students' Council (Dorm Reps and Executive)
revolved around concerns of whether one member of an elected two person team should carry out the term
that the team was elected to serve. Also, there were concerns that SC as a body and the community did not
set aside space to talk about the situations and concerns arising from the resignation.

In light of these concerns SC held publicized meeting to provide space for community members to
voice their thoughts and concerns. In addition SC as a whole spoke randomly to the community (Dorm
meetings et al.) as a means of getting input from the community. SC subsequently met to 'put things
together' and come to some consensus on a course of action, given community concerns, precedence and the
SC Constitution

ISSUES: 	• This was a delayed process. Executive Council was informed of the resignation on
March 18th, the week of the Special Plenary. Raymond's letter went up on the comment board the
following week and remained untouched for another 2-3 weeks. Concerns were raised to Exec from
numerous students the week of March 31st SC agreed that it was unfortunate that concerns were brought to
light and addressed some 5 weeks after the resignation.

• There is no protocol specified in the SC Constitution for such cases of resignation, i.e.
one person of a two person team resigns. The section on Resignation (Article V, section 1) was seen as
unclear and inconclusive. As a result SC looked for similar incidence in the past and looked at the
interpretation/ action of the Council at the time.

• There have been 2 cases of precedence in the last 5 years. One, was in 1993 when a Co-.
Vice President left the college. The other individual carried out that term. The second was in 1995 when a
Co-President resigned within the last month of holding-office. Again, the other individual carried out the
duties of office for the duration of the term. Although non-binding, these cases gave insight into the
decisions of past Students' Councils and can be seen as giving SC no precedence on which to act.

DECISION: 	SC came to consensus (3 standing outside) that the entire student body should decide on
proper actions to be taken in such instances (i.e. whether one member of an elected two person team should
carry out the term that the team was elected to serve) by resolutions to alter the SC Constitution at a future
Plenary. In more tangible terms, SC supports Paul Alvarez '00 serving the remainder of the Executive term.

**NB. Refer to Article V of the SC Constitution for alternate courses of action.

Haverford College ® 370 Lancaster Avenue ® Haverford. Pennsylvania 19041-1392 ® 215-642-2526
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Students C uncil Minutes
No Hablo Ingles

PRESENT: Kevin Joseph (President), ALESA Blanchard-Nelson (Vice-president), Josh Kurlantzick (Co-
Treasurer), Rich Zito (Co-Treasurer), Paul Alvarez (Secretary), Kelly Carroll, Brian Glass, Beth Harris,
Elizabeth Heilig, Adrienne Horowitz, Jim Kapsis, Brya Keilson, Catherine Kim, Zainab Mahmood, Stewart
Morgan, Stephen Myers, Becky Pastner, Sasha Samberg-Champion

NOT PRESENT: Meenakshi Rajan

Moment of Silence

SC Retreat
ALESA arranged for SC to go to Habitat for Humanity from 9-12 on Saturday April 19.
But can we use Steve's car? Steve said we could. We will be leaving around 8:45 am on
Saturday.

Ash Trays
Norm Ricker will be putting urns for cigarette butts in front of Barclay and Gummere at
the request of SC. Beth pointed out that we would probably need more than one at the
dorms. But since this is only a test, there will only be one urn put in and if it is effective
more will be on the way. Kelly and Steve agreed that they should be put in front of the
door that leads into the 3rd section next to Leeds. It was raised at the Housing Committee
meeting that the urns shouldn'tbe placed near anyone's window. Then Josh interjected
that people smoke in front of the doors, so we should place them there. Stewart was
quick to point out that when he lived in Gummere people would smoke in front of his
window. At 2am the smoke would get into his room and he would be forced to close his
window. Beth and Catherine decided to put the tray on Barclay strip next to the north
side door.

Sundance
It's here. Here's the low down on the Sundance scene. The left side of the DC will have
a carnival setting with 24 carnival booths, and the right side a "Mardi Gras" atmosphere
with music and dancing. In the sunken lounge there will be a black and white cafe setting
with MOCK COCKTAILS being serve and balloons. It's going to be on Saturday April
26 and costs $6.50 cash or check, and $7.00 on the bookstore account. This is going to be
really phat. People should buy tickets as soon as possible. They will be sold @ dinner on
every weekday until the 26 th .

Dorm Concerns
• Beth was upset that not only is the microwave in Barclay not working, but the
Fruitopia machine is broken also. She is going to call physical plant.



• Adrienne informed us that because of ALESA's hard work last semester (as the Lunt
dorm rep) that Lunt has a bike rack. It will be named the ALESA Blanchard-Nelson
Honorary Bike Rack.
• Elizabeth wanted to know what was up with Senior Week, she giving the heads a
call.

Committee Reports
• Appointments (ALESA)
We made a few more appointments:

New Point Concert Series:
Dan Primack '99 and Reuel Ayalew '99

Founders' Cluc Co-President:
Matt Jennings '99, will join the current
Co-President, Norm Liang '98

Congratulations to those who were appointed.

• Budgeting (Josh and Rich)
We wrote some checks again, but we actually did some other stuff. We have been speaking
with Dean Milden and the Haverfest heads about financial and security concerns during
Haverfest, and going over loan agreements. But still a lot of check writing.

• Activities (Paul)
Along with Sundance we are planning a barter sale on Founders Green, and a joint
Skeeters/SC party. More to come....

Moment of Silence

Meeting With The Deans (What we talked about with the Deans)
Executive Council is pushing for a campus wide electronic scheduling program. We
want a program that can be accessed from any network connection. Yes, that means
dormnet too. Groups and individuals would be able to see already scheduled events prior
to determining dates. Hopefully, this will help with the ever growing problems of over
scheduling.

Special Notes
1. Anyone who ordered a fridge but never received it last semester can call Mrs. Diane
Mitra at University Programs, 8 to 4:30 p.m weekdays at 800-445-7735. Mrs. Mitra has
been made aware of such problems.

2. Next week's meeting will be open to anyone with concerns about issues surrounding
the election and resignation of one of the SC Secretaries.

3. Reminder: Submit House of Interest forms to Kevin by April 19th.
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